Foxi watch
Smart GPS watch for calling and tracking
important people in your life.

Overall description
Smart Tracking Watch include the basic
functions of calling, GPS tracking, monitoring,
and Emergency texting, also can send the
location information to mobiles and computers
quickly by sending SMS to the watch.

Foxi Watch short Features
 1. Incoming and
 5. Super simple to operate:
outgoing phone calls.
no games, music, internet or
camera. The watch displays
 2. Track the watch
only time and date.
position anytime.
 6. Auto answer function.
 3. Outgoing phone
calls to only three
 7. Monitor one-way call
numbers that you
choose in advance.
function.
 4. Use Foxi's unique  8. SOS emergency function.
platform to track the
watch location.

Foxi Watch detailed Features
Using the watch
Using the watch is very simple and easy, in order
to control the watch, all you need is just to send
SMS text message from another mobile to the
watch.
In the left side of the watch, there are two buttons
and USB charging plug. We made it as simple as
possible, to avoid any misapprehension mistakes.
Before you start using the watch, you need to
purchase a SIM card from a mobile carrier provider
that supports 2G, and buy talk and text plan.
You are ready to go!
Watch's Display
On the watch's display you can find only the time
and the date, and no other misleading screen that
can confuse kids and elder people.
The watch has no games inside, no SMS texting, no
internet, no music and no camera. Simple as that.

Phone calls
You can call the watch. When the person who
wears the watch presses the "answer" button, he
can speak directly to the watch (just like in the
movies!).
No need to hold the hand close to the head, the
Speaker is turned on automatically.
Moreover, you can call from the watch to three
numbers, which you set in advance. This option
avoids overuse of watch mobile talk.
GPS Tracking
Foxi Watch has a built in GPS chip.
If you wish to see the watch's location, meaning,
the position of the child \ elder that wears it, Just
send a simple SMS message from a different mobile
phone, the watch will reply back the address, map
location and coordinates.
Auto Answer call
Foxi watch has a built in "auto answer" feature.
This feature allows you to speak with the person
that wears the watch, even if he decided not to
answer the incoming phone call.
Auto answer is a feature that designed to be useful
in a case, which the person who wears the watch is
unable to press the answer button by himself.

Monitor
Foxi has a built in Monitor feature.
Monitor turns the watch into a listening mode. This
means that the person that calls to the watch will
be able to listen to the watch's surrounding.
This feature let you hear that everything is fine with
the person that wears the watch, without talking to
him directly.
For instance, turn on the monitor for your child to
check if you really hear his teacher talking.
SOS emergency SMS
Foxi has a built in SOS emergency button.
Pressing this button will send the GPS location of
the watch to all the three numbers you set in
advance.
This feature is very useful in case that the persons
that wears the watch feel in danger. Simple press
on the watch alarms his guardians.

Who needs Foxi?
Kids, that their parents want to communicate with
them outside home, and locate them anytime.
Adults, that wants to inform their family in case of
emergency, and help them to communicate if they
cannot handle regular mobile devices.
Alzheimer's disease patients and blind people can
wear the watch and their guardians can call them
and find them if they get lost.
Traveling and tourists can wear the watch instead
of expensive mobile devices. People at home can
track them and communicate with them.
Tracking device for any other use. For example, you
can install Foxi watch in your car and locate it
anywhere.

